Notice for procurement of Battery Sealed Lead Acid Rechargeable 12 V for Engstrom Ventilator (S.N. CBCP00714) being proprietary Article under Rule 166 of GFR, 2017

The Department of General Medicine of this institute intends to purchase Battery Sealed Lead Acid Rechargeable 12 V for Engstrom Ventilator (S.N. CBCP00714) having following detailed specifications:-

Detailed Specifications:-
Battery Sealed Lead Acid Rechargeable 12 V for Engstrom Ventilator (S.N. CBCP00714)

As per knowledge of General Medicine department, above said article/ equipment is only manufactured by M/s Wipro GE Healthcare Pvt. Ltd , the said firms sells the same through its authorized agent/ reseller M/s Wipro GE Healthcare Pvt. Ltd, Plot No. 181/46, Palladium Towers, 2nd floor, Industrial Area Phase-1, Near Hotel Rajshree, Chandigarh in the Chandigarh region. The Proprietary certificate issued by the OEM is Attached as Annexure-I

In case, there is any other OEM for the above said article, then they are requested to submit their proposal to the Director Principal, GMCH, Chandigarh through email dpgmch-chd@gmch.gov.in / hard copy latest by 03.03.2020 __失败 which it will be presumed that there is no other firm who manufacture the required article/ equipment and purchase will be processed and finalized from the available source.

Dr. Sarabmeet Singh Lehl
Professor & Head

Dr. Monica Gupta
Professor
To

Head of Department
Department of General Medicine
GMCH, Sector-32, Chandigarh

Sub: PAC CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that we are the original manufacturer of GE Spare part for Engstrom Ventilator or Authorize to maintain, Supply the spares and parts for this equipment.

For Wipro GE Healthcare P Ltd,

[Signature]

Authorized Signatory

[Stamp]